
 

 

Ten Sefirot  
 

 

Lessons on understanding the illuminations of Endless Light as it manifests in the Creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Within the study of Kabbalah, there is a language or memory, and there is an understanding. The language is 
called the four phases, four levels, or four degrees. The purpose of this study is to figure out how a vessel 
came about or how the keli came about, the container came about, how receiving came about, and to 
clean your soul.  
 
In the beginning there was no receiving, only giving. There are four phases of how the vessel and the 
receiving force was created, otherwise known as the four levels of desire. 
 
The Endless: only a concept of sharing. 

▪ Or Chochmah (light of wisdom): has within it the receiving force 
▪ Or Chasidim: has within it a sharing force 

Light that leaves the endless, turns into a cup or vessel. The rule of spirituality is that nothing leaves if they 
are the same. 
 
Process of 4 phases is important because everything in our life is a vessel (talk, eat, meeting people). The 
livelihood is the light, and what captures it, is the vessel. 
 
Different levels of vessels (4 levels, 4 phases) 

1. Chochmah: human essence of light 
2. Bina: animal  
3. ZA: mineral  
4. Malchut: vegetable 

 
“The light left the endless”- Light of Wisdom/Chochmah.  
“The light that wants to share”- Light of Mercy 
 
In the beginning, the light is giving and there needs to be a receiving force automatically. The receiver is 
passive.  
 
The four phases relate to all aspects of life, business, relationships, etc. A vessel can only be created when 
fulfillment is there and then gone. Therefore, you have to choices to create a vessel; you either desire more 
or you give up. 
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Four Phases: 
➢ 1 st phase: Chochmah light wants to give you everything, you want because force wants to share 

(Capacity 100, desire 0) 
▪ Hitpashtut 1: spreading out (no personality) 
▪ Male 
▪ Or Chochmah (Light of Wisdom) 

 
➢ 2 nd phase: Bina I want to share, because DNA is light/sharing (*Virus in the system when the receiver 

wants to share) I want to share. 
▪ Hitkabrut 1: overcoming something (personality) 
▪ Female 

 
➢ 3 rd phase: (ZA) I’m sharing everything (This is the Torah) 

▪ Hitpashtut 2 
▪ Male 
▪ Or Chasidim (Light of Mercy) 

 
➢ 4 th phase: Has no capacity, but 100% desire. 

▪ Malchut is the engine, I want it! To get to the vessel, must get to four levels. 
▪ Hitkabrut 2 
▪ Female 

 
Four Stages – look like building a home; Rav Ashlag compared it to a thought, the blueprint, building the 
home, house. The nature of how it is in the first phase, have to be the same in the fourth phase.  
 
➢ True essence of a man: passive. 
➢ The female (Nekevot) is the true essence of the vessel/emanated. 
➢ Daled/Fourth Phase: every lecture, talk, dinner, every existence has 4 levels, this is the game of life. 
➢ Fourth phase is also called the Middle point within the Ensof. 
 
Tzimtzum can only happen wherever there is a true desire. The middle point is the receiving and the only 
place contraction takes place. It receives from the outside. It was the vessel that received from the 
endless. For example: whenever you have a true desire, you must be able to say no, or there is no joy in it. 
The middle point is a dot, and everything is surrounded by it. The light surrounding the point. After the 
endless and many tzimtzum, there is a measurement to the vessel. When everything is brought to the 
physical level, the cup is made from four levels. When you get closer to the bottom of the cup, you are at 
Malchut. In the endless, there is no difference between the light and vessel, both are endless. 
 

 

 


